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SUMMARY

Fracture of the distal radius (DRF) is one of the most common fractures in adults. 
The outcome of these wrist injuries is not only determined by the characteristics 
of the actual fracture, but is also influenced by concomitant intercarpal ligament 
injury, accompanying nerve injury, and psychosocial factors that affect how patients 
perceive and interpret recovery and care.

Part I: the injured distal radius and ulna

Chapter 1.  The Effect of Vitamin C on Finger Stiffness After Distal Radius 
Fractures: a Placebo-Controlled Randomized Controlled Trial 

This chapter comprises a pragmatic double-blind randomized placebo-controlled 
trial that measured the effect of vitamin C on objective measures of finger motion, 
self-reported disability, and pain in patients with a distal radius fracture. We included 
134 patients who presented within two weeks of DRF and randomized them into 
taking 500 mg of vitamin C or placebo once a day for six weeks after their fracture. 
We found that, at six weeks, there was no significant difference in finger stiffness 
(measured by distance to palmar crease, finger range of motion, and thumb range of 
motion) between patients taking vitamin C and patients taking placebo pills. There 
was also no difference in self-reported upper extremity function or pain scores 
between these two groups at six weeks or at six months. 

8LI�SRP]�JEGXSV�EWWSGMEXIH�[MXL�KVIEXIV�JYRGXMSREP�PMQMXEXMSRW�EX�WM\�[IIOW��¼��������
'-�������XS��������4�������ERH�WM\�QSRXLW��¼��������'-�������XS��������4�������EJXIV�
fracture was pain interference. We concluded that vitamin C does not facilitate 
recovery from DRF and should therefore not be prescribed for this purpose. Other 
factors such as nurturing more adaptive coping strategies merit additional attention 
for facilitating recovery from injury.

Chapter 2.  Distal Radius Fractures: Evaluation of Closed Reduction and 
Percutaneous Kirschner Wire Pinning 

In chapter 2, we describe a series of 34 patients who received closed reduction 
and percutaneous pinning (CRPP) by the same surgeon for treatment of their 
DRF. We aimed to describe range of motion in terms of forearm rotation and wrist 
flexion/extension in these patients. We assessed their medical charts and recorded 
demographics, trauma and treatment characteristics, radiographic characteristics, 
and outcomes. We found that all patients had a good or excellent range of motion 
regarding forearm rotation, and almost 80% had good or excellent range of motion 
regarding flexion or extension of their wrist. One patient had a concern for pin tract 
infection, and one patient had subcutaneous migration of a pin, which were both 
treated by pin removal. We concluded that CRPP is a good option in patients with 
few and sizeable fracture fragments in patients with a distal radius fracture, and 
should be considered as an effective tool to restore radiographic parameters and 
functional outcomes. 
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Chapter 3.  Ulnar Neck Fractures Associated With Distal Radius Fractures 
In this chapter, we aimed to study the incidence of unplanned surgeries after operative 
and non-operative treatment of distal metaphyseal ulna fractures associated with 
DRF. We used a large multi-institutional database to identify 277 patients with an 
ulnar neck fracture associated with DRF. Fifty-six (20%) ulnar neck fractures were 
initially treated operatively and six of these 56 (11%) had a second, unplanned 
surgery. Of the 221 initially non-operatively treated fractures only one (0.45%) had 
a subsequent unplanned surgery that seems unrelated to the fracture. Bivariate 
analysis showed that younger age, open fracture, multifragmentary fractures and 
initial operative treatment of the ulnar neck fracture were significantly associated 
with unplanned surgery. A multivariable analysis was not feasible due to the small 
number of unplanned surgeries. We found that the distal ulna aligns adequately 
when the distal radius is aligned and fixed with a plate and screws and uncommonly 
creates problems leading to surgery after initial nonoperative treatment. Additional 
research with larger cohorts might help determine if there is a subset of ulnar neck 
fractures associated with distal radius fractures that might benefit from operative 
treatment.

Part II: the injured carpal ligaments

Chapter 4.  Radiographic Diagnosis of Scapholunate Diastasis in Distal 
Radius Fractures: Implications for Surgical Practice

The goal of chapter 4 was to evaluate to what extent radiographic diagnosis of 
scapholunate (SL) diastasis by a radiologist influences surgical decision-making 
regarding treatment of SL injury in patients who were operatively treated for their DRF. 
We used a large database and identified 2923 patients who had operative treatment 
of their DRF. Of those, 200 (6.8%) received a radiological diagnosis of SL diastasis 
on radiographs. Seven of those patients (3.5%) had confirmed scapholunate injury 
by the treating surgeon. Four patients (2%) received operative treatment of their SL 
injury. We concluded that the threshold to identify suspicion of SL injury in the setting 
of DRF is much lower for radiologists than for surgeons and that the radiographic 
diagnosis of SL injury is challenging and often does not seem to correspond with 
clinical concerns by the treating surgeons. 

Chapter 5.  Scapholunate Diastasis in Distal Radius Fractures:  
Fracture Pattern Analysis on CT-scans

Most of the published data on DRF with concomitant SL diastasis is based on 
interpretation of radiographs and arthroscopy. In chapter 5, we aimed to describe 
DRF characteristics of 26 patients who had a CT-scan with a wrist-protocol and 

static SL diastasis on their CT scan. The mean SL distance was 3.5 ± 1.1 mm. 
Twenty patients (77%) had an intra-articular fracture. In these patients, we observed 
three patterns: (1) scaphoid facet impaction; (2) lunate facet impaction; and (3) no 
relative impaction. We also described other injury elements such as rotation of the 
radial styloid relative to the lunate facet and partial carpal subluxations. This study 
showed that static SL-dissociation in the setting of distal radius fractures may be 
an indication of a complex injury of the distal radius, which may not be directly 
apparent on plain radiography. If these radiographs do not demonstrate impaction 
of the lunate or scaphoid facet, a CT-scan may be warranted to have a more detailed 
view of the articular surface.

Chapter 6.  Dorsal Extrinsic Ligament Injury and Static Scapholunate 
Diastasis on Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scans

SL ligament injury may not always lead to radiographical SL diastasis or dissociation 
on arthroscopy if the extrinsic ligaments are still intact. In this chapter, we aimed to 
identify whether patients with a SL gap larger than 2 mm demonstrated concomitant 
dorsal radiocarpal (DRC) and/or dorsal intercarpal (DIC) ligament injury changes on 
MRI. We analyzed the post-traumatic MRI-scan of 90 patients who were diagnosed 
with SL injury. Two radiologists evaluated the integrity of the SL-, the DRC-, and the 
DIC ligaments and the presence of a scapholunate gap. Over half (n=48, 53%) of the 
TEXMIRXW�LEH�ER�70�HMWXERGI�ƶ��QQ�SR�16-��3J�XLIWI�TEXMIRXW��������	�LEH�E�TEVXMEP�
or total tear of their DIC and/or DRC ligaments. We found that the dorsal extrinsic 
ligaments demonstrate MRI signal change suggestive of acute or chronic injury in 
TEXMIRXW�[MXL�ER�70�MRXIVZEP�ƶ��QQ�QSVI�SJXIR�XLER�MR�TEXMIRXW�[MXL�ER�70�MRXIVZEP� �
�QQ��GSQTEVIH�XS�TEXMIRXW�[MXL�ER�70�MRXIVZEP� ��QQ��TEXMIRXW�[MXL�ER�70�MRXIVZEP�ƶ�
2mm more often demonstrated DIC signal change (31% vs 12%), DRC signal change 
(52% vs 14%), or combined or isolated DIC- and/or DRC signal change (58% vs 21%). 
These results reinforce that the MRI findings of “scapholunate ligament tear” needs 
to be interpreted in a larger context, perhaps with additional attention to the DIC and 
DRC appearance on MRI. In addition, MRI evaluation of the dorsal extrinsic ligaments 
may aid in the clinical decision making for patients with SL-injury.
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Part III: the injured median nerve

Chapter 7.  Surgical Decision Making in Median Neuropathy Associated 
With Distal Radius Fractures 

There are international differences in how surgeons treat acute median neuropathy 
(AMN) in DRF. In chapter 7, we evaluated the international differences in surgical 
considerations and practices related to carpal tunnel release in the setting of 
DRF. We approached surgeons who were a member of the Orthopaedic Trauma 
Association (USA) or of the Dutch Trauma Society (the Netherlands) and asked 
them to provide sociodemographic information and information on their surgical 
practice regarding carpal tunnel release in the setting of distal radius fractures. We 
analyzed the surveys of 127 respondents and found that surgeons from the USA 
are more often of the opinion that displaced DRF’s are at risk of developing acute 
carpal tunnel syndrome than Dutch surgeons. Surgeons from the USA also consider 
persistent paresthesia in the median nerve distribution after closed reduction to 
be a surgical emergency less often and are more likely to perform a CTR if there 
are signs of acute carpal tunnel syndrome in the setting of a distal radius fracture. 
We speculate that these differences are due to a lack of solid evidence regarding 
CTR during surgical treatment of distal radius fractures. It is challenging to define 
which patients will benefit from a carpal tunnel release during open reduction and 
internal fixation of their distal radius fracture. Hopefully, future research will reduce 
surgeon-to-surgeon variability in the treatment of this injury and guide surgeons 
in making appropriate evidence-based decisions in their considerations regarding 
acute median neuropathies in the setting of distal radius fractures. 

Part IV: the injured patient

Chapter 8.  The Effect of Priming With Questionnaire Content on Grip 
Strength in Patients With Hand and Upper Extremity Illness

Despite an increasing understanding on the effect of priming on patient reported upper 
extremity function, the influence of priming can be better understood by determining 
if it also affects direct measurements of hand function such as grip strength 
measures. In chapter 8, we assessed the influence of priming patients through 
positive phrasing of questionnaire content on performance measurements such 
as grip strength between patients who complete the standard Pain Catastrophizing 
Scale (PCS) compared to patients who complete a positively adjusted PCS. we 
enrolled 122 patients who presented to three hand surgeons at three outpatient 
offices. They were randomized to two groups: the control group, which completed 
the PCS and the intervention group, which completed a positively phrased version 

of the PCS. Before and after completion of the questionnaire, we measured each 
patient’s grip strength three times by alternating between hands. Two patients were 
excluded after participation. We calculated both the pre- and post-intervention mean 
and maximum grip strengths. We found no significant difference between groups 
on mean or maximum grip strength before completion of the questionnaires. There 
was a greater improvement in mean grip strength of both hands in the intervention 
group compared to the PCS group. This improvement was statistically significant 
in the affected hand. The maximum grip strength showed a statistically significant 
greater improvement in both hands in the positive PCS group compared to the 
control group. We concluded that positive priming through a questionnaire leads to 
an increase in mean and maximum grip strength when compared to the standard 
questionnaire that uses negative terms rather than positive. It is important for 
physicians to understand that priming by word choice might be an instrument in 
facilitating recovery. 

Chapter 9.  Associations Between Pain Catastrophizing and Cognitive 
Fusion in Relation to Pain and Upper Extremity Function 
Among Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery Patients 

There is a body of literature suggesting that cognitive fusion and catastrophic 
thinking about pain together are associated with poorer pain outcomes. In chapter 
9, we aimed to identify factors associated with cognitive fusion and catastrophic 
thinking about pain among hand surgery patients, and to examine whether patients 
who score higher on these two measures report greater levels of pain intensity and 
reduced upper extremity function. We included 110 patients presenting seeking 
care from a hand surgeon at an outpatient hand surgery practice in this prospective 
study. They provided computerized measures of sociodemographics, pain intensity, 
cognitive fusion, catastrophic thinking about pain, and upper extremity function. 
ANCOVA revealed an interaction between cognitive fusion and catastrophic thinking 
about pain with respect to pain intensity and upper extremity function (ps < .01). 
Participants who scored high on both cognitive fusion and catastrophic thinking 
about pain reported the greatest levels of pain, relative to those who scored high 
on a single measure. The lowest levels of upper extremity function were also 
observed among those who scored high on both catastrophic thinking about pain 
and cognitive fusion. A similar pattern of results was observed when we tested each 
catastrophizing subscale individually. This means that maladaptive cognitions about 
pain (i.e., catastrophic thinking) may be particularly problematic when interpreted as 
representative of reality (i.e., cognitive fusion). Based on our findings, we conclude 
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that psychosocial interventions addressing catastrophic thinking about pain and 
cognitive fusion concurrently merit investigation among people with hand and upper 
extremity illness.  

Chapter 10.  Online Health Information Seeking in Hand and Upper 
Extremity Surgery 

An increasing number of patients gather information prior to their visit to a hand 
surgeon. Information gathering is a key component of shared decision-making 
and has a measurable effect on treatment decisions. In this chapter, we aimed to 
identify sociodemographic, condition-related, and psychosocial factors associated 
with online information seeking behavior in patients with hand and upper extremity 
conditions. We enrolled 134 patients with an upper extremity condition who 
presented to an outpatient hand surgery office at an urban level I trauma center in 
this cross-sectional study. The participants provided sociodemographic information 
and completed online questionnaires assessing their online information seeking 
behavior, pain intensity, symptoms of depression, pain interference, and an upper 
extremity specific patient reported outcome measure (PROMIS-UE). Of the 134 
patients, 57 patients (43%) sought information regarding their condition online prior 
to their visit. Compared to patients with no online information seeking behavior, 
patients that sought information online were more educated. Psychosocial and 
condition-related factors were not associated with online information seeking. In 
multivariable analysis, education in years and involvement of the dominant upper 
limb were independently associated with online information seeking behavior.

We concluded that efforts to increase patient self-care and self-efficacy, improve 
shared decision making, and reduce surgeon-to-surgeon variations in care might 
focus on improved awareness, access, and appeal of quality online health information 
for people with less education.  


